Unknown Quonlities

philosophy as a higher form of know ledge
and privileging collaboration as the means
to attain a comprehensive knowledge of the
world. This may be bound up with a mistrust
and lock of conf idence in our faculties to know
much outside a narrow sphere of specialisation.
But does the term "interdisciplinority" really
imply a cuddly inclusivity and openness to new
ideas, free of internal faculty boundaries and
even international borders? The institutional
basis that allowed much interdisciplinary study to
develop in the 20th century suggests otherwise.
During World War II the Allies sow the value of
employing the best minds to onolys•e potentia l
risks and provide knowledge about the enemy. In
on atmosphere of total war, academics worked,
mostly in secret, for the Office of Strategic
Services in the United States or the British Foreign
Office's Information Research Deportment. This
collaboration between academia and the state
served as a model for knowledge generation in
the Cold War. As the state's interest moved to
different areas of the world, the state was not
concerned with the borders between disciplines
that academics hod created . Instead, the state
brought academics together under "area studies",
for example at Columbia University's Russian
Institute, created in 1946, and Horvord's Russian
Research centre, set up in 1947 . During the
Cold War, academics from different disciplines
were placed together in institutes, which forced
exchange, with geopolitical pressures dictating
the areas necessary to study, such as the Soviet
Union itself, or the Pacific Rim. By encouraging
exchange across disciplines, these centres would
aim for o kind of totolising knowledge of their
field by going beyond rigid disciplinary boundaries. Outside the direct production of knowledge
for the state, interdisciplinary study areas such as
American Studies diffused influence and "soft
power" by promoting a patriotic amalgam of
history and literature that spoke of the superiority
of American culture.
The history of interdisciplinary study is not
all academic collusion with the aims of the stole,
however. Cultural studies for instance stood at
the critical margins of institutions. Rooted in new
social movements such as feminism, gay rights
and anti-racist movements, it aimed to critique
the production of culture and identity by striving
for an inclusive notion of "culture" that melted art,

film and literature into it. Since the foll of Soviet
Communism, fields such os American studies or
the "area" studies set up in the shadow of nuclear
war hove moved on to criticallyop praise their post.
Alongside the notions of exchange and the
breaking of barriers, interdisciplinary institutes,
and the kind of "totol knowledge" to which they
aspired, evolved in port as instruments of the
state. This is not to say that "interdisciplinority"
and its many uses ore forever tainted, just
thot if we recognise that traditional academic
disciplines deserve to hove their boundaries,
assumptions and foundations challenged, then
so too does the notion of "interdisciplinority".

Does the term "interdisciplinarity"
really imply a cuddly inclusivity
and openness to new ideas?
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Filtering artistic intuit ion into scientific lab work , Rob
Kessel~r invites us to see the natural world through different
lenses. To accompany his text, Unknown Quantities
presents a selection of ink drawings from his new series

Zona pellucida.

I . William Gaddis quoted In Joe Horan.
(London . Routledge , 2002).
Interdiscipllnarity
pl.

2 . Friedrich Nietzsche
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When we close our eyes,
our contact with the world is limited to the
wrapping of our body.
With them open , the identity of our wrapping
arrives as far as we can see.
Giuseppe Penone, 1970

I

n a recent edition of the journal Arcade, I
expanded on a discussion following a lecture
I gave in Portugal at the Gulbenkion Science
lnsti t ute. 1 A question from the floor sought a
def inition of art, which is not something that
usually exerc ises the artistic community. T he
question did not go away, so I sought to discuss
the topic by exploring the parallels between o r!
and science. I wonted to describe our respec tive
practices as both a process and a product, a
way of examining the world throug h a series of
filters. The effect of these filters serves to reveal
a subject under new condit ions, to expose the
hidden, to sharpen ambiguity, to conceal the
unwanted, and in so doing to provoke alternative
observa tions and argume nts. It is a process of
subtle distortion and mediation, one of concea ling in order to reveal, akin to looking through a
smoked g lass plate to observe a solar eclipse.
One filter in particular
makes subtle but
intense shifts in how an object is perceived which
seems to resonate with my own prac tice . The
polaris ing filter, known for its use in sunglasses
and for giving its name to Polaroid cameras, has
even more spectacular results when used in microscopes. As the names suggest, Scanning Electron
Microscopy and Differential Interference Contrast
Microscopy offer the poss ibility to mediate our
observations through molecu la r excitation and
the diffraction of light through specimens. Minu te
organic samples reveal detai led and orna te
topograph ies. Ordinari ly colourless crystals take
on prismatic hues: the obscure is made apparent,
the transparent tangib le.
In a work entitled Rovesciore i propri occhi

Rob Kessele r . Naples Garli c . 2010,
Staine d Stem Sect i on, Photographic Print

("Reverse your eyes") the a rtist Giuseppe Penone
offers not a filter but a reflector. Filmed wearing
mirrored contact lenses that reflected both the
landscape and the photographer, "the sensitive

corneal surfaces cease to be like windows an d
become instead con vex screens for o n image of
what exists beyond, as for as the eye can see" .2
Much time hos been given over to musi ng on the
cult ural mediation of nature . While my work is
also highly med iat ed and cultura lly loca ted, th is
is a means to on end rat her than the focus of
the enquiry. The intense subtlet ies of colou r and
the simultaneous chromatic con tr asts become
inform ative and emo tive, the intimate complex ity
of the fo rms creating an attract ion that lands on
the eye and penet rates the mind just as a drop
of ink pervades a g lass of water . In th is way the
images mesme rise with a visua l a llure that resonates fierce ly and spo ntaneous ly on the senses,
pre-empting any cultural anal ysis.
The images serve as an instan t neural tr igge r
to excite memo ry and imagina tion, as if we ore
observing an exploding f ir ework in the void of
a dark sky . These analogous descr iptions a re
used consciousl y, reflective of on ambu la tory
research process tha t encompasses ma ny forms
and str ategies in wh ich the end resu lt becomes
an intense disti llation of many exper iences. These
experiences, so impo rtant in t hei r contr ibution to
the evolution of the wor k, may not be a p pa rent
in the resolut ion of the comp leted work, nor are
they a requiremen t fo r initial engagemen t. Th e
work demands atten tion without a priori knowledge or theoretical ded uction . For examp le ,
when confronted by an image o f a single gra in of
pollen it is not impor tant at th e po int of engage ment for the viewer to know from w hich f lowe r
or in which country the specimen was collected.
It is not necessary that the viewe r be familiar
wi th th e microscopy and digita l technologies
by wh ich the image was created . The image 's
place in the great canon of botanica l illustration
or flower painting may be of scan t regard. Yet,
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Rob Kesseler . Asparagrine crystals . Photographic image
taken through a l9th-century Baker Microscope with polarizing filter
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not neglecting the pollen's function, it is worth
considering how o bee sees o groin of pollen.
These further points of reflection may come later.
At the instonce of first contoct, the work must
stond on its own, reliant on the disconcerting ond
ombiguous familiority it might evoke as well as
its seductive modulation of colour and structure.
The image guides the eye just os the morkings
on a flower direct the pollinator. The tactics may
be similor but the rewords fulfil different needs.
In common with other animals, our survival
instincts hove developed through o sophisticated
ability to distinguish and respond to complex
systems of patterns and signs. Just like Hamlet
and Polonius pondering whether a cloud looks like
a whale or o weasel, we ore instinctively drown
to grafting our own personal experience and
memory onto the images and objects before us.

Hamlet: Do you see yonder cloud
that's almost like a camel?
Polonius: By the mass, and it's like a
camel indeed .Hamlet: Methinks it's
like a weasel.
Polonius: It is backed like a weasel.
Hamlet : Or like a whale .
Po/onius: Very like a whale

to prepare all lob samples oneself and to control
the microscopic imaging processes. In this way the
images develop through instinctive and intuitive
responses underpinned by a cognitive research
encompassing science, culture and art history.
The creative drive comes from o sense of
intense curiosity with the living world and an
urge to respond to the sense of owe it generates.
In biology, the term transcription refers to the
first stages of gene expression, a fundamental
life-sustaining process that has been m inutely
observed and documented. In art, the transcriptive
process has long been a subject of fascination for
those interested in the workings of the mind, and
we moy speculate on whether the "creative gene"
con be identified. It is at this point that the strands
of logic and intuition intertwine to inst igate the
creative processes, increasingly occupying the
attention of neuroscientists and perhaps some
artists too . The artwork in the end may be the
creative speculation that evolves through a fusion
of artistic and objective rea lity. It is perhaps as
Colleen Boyle describes in her essay "Eyes of the
Machine": within photographic images, unseen
realities are "o perceptual br idge - an interface
- between what we know and whot we imagine." 3

William Shakespeare , Hamlet .
Act 3, scene 2
The cognitive stimulus of a single image can
trigger an electrochemical process of memoryencoding and retrieval through the 100 billion
neurons within the brain . The image floats at
that point between artistic conclusion and viewer
experience , like a sliver of mica sandwiched
between rock. The polarising properties of the
artistic and the scientific filter together to illuminate the intangible and serve to reveal the
complexities of the world around us and the neurolog ica I processes by which we engage with it .
Working with scientists provides access not
only to their technologies but affords o glimpse
of the world through their lens. Howeve r to move
beyond the superficial appropriation of scientific knowledge requires understonding partners,
access to their lobs and above all a willingness to
do the work necessary for meaningful engagement. To this end it is essential, wherever possible,
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